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REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER ON THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE 
2020-21 BUDGET ESTIMATES AND THE ADEQUACY OF RESERVES 
 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2003 – SECTION 25 

 
Introduction 
This report has been prepared in accordance with the statutory requirements of the 
Local Government Act 2003 which requires the Authority to report to Members on 
the robustness of budget estimates and the adequacy of proposed reserves. 
 

Robustness of Budget Estimates 
When preparing the budget for 2020-21 all budget holders have been challenged to 
ensure that services can be delivered within the available funding and that estimates 
of expenditure and income are realistic.  Directors have certified that the policy 
proposals are deliverable. 
 
The proposed budget has been prepared with careful consideration given to the level 
of risk and uncertainty around budgetary estimates and this is reflected in the 
planned levels of contingencies and reserves.  This is a matter of judgement with no 
correct answer.  However, as a general rule the greater the level of risk and 
uncertainty (both now and in the future) the greater the level of contingencies and 
reserves that can be considered prudent.  
 
In order to provide some assurance that any estimates are robust and the Council is 
adequately protected against unbudgeted financial pressures and impacts on 
Council Taxpayers are minimised a number of factors are considered as part of the 
budget planning process. 
 

Considerations 
 
Increased reliance on local funding estimates and future economic growth 
The financial settlement has provided information on funding levels for 2020-21. 
Some of the 2020-21 grant allocations are not yet confirmed and estimates are 
based on the best available information.  
 
2020-21 is a one year settlement, which brings with it a considerably increased level 
of uncertainty and makes the budget planning process much more difficult. In 
addition, there also remains continued uncertainty in relation to the impact of 75% 
business rates retention, expected in 2021-22. 
 
The funding estimates in the budget are based on the best available information and 
are considered prudent, but will be kept under review.  There are significant changes 
proposed to local government funding in future years, namely increased Business 
Rates Retention and the Fair Funding Review which will see an overhaul of the 
funding formula that has determined local government funding allocations for over a 
decade. These estimates will be kept under review and refined accordingly as further 
details become available. 
 
The Council’s future funding is now more closely aligned to the success and 
performance of the businesses within the borough than would have historically been 
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the case. While the budget proposed contains allocations to support the Council’s 
strategy to drive growth and support the local economy it is not yet dependent on 
their success, though this will increasingly become a factor in future years.  The 
current expenditure plans rely upon sustaining existing levels of economic activity, 
with a small element of growth forecast which is in line with past experience.  It will 
take some time for the full economic benefit of some of the growth initiatives to be 
realised and they will only be reflected in budget estimates once these ongoing 
benefits are known.  
 
Maintaining key service delivery    
Throughout the budget preparation process there has been a sustained focus on 
ensuring that any impacts on front line services are minimised and the quality of 
services to residents is sustained. The scale of cost reduction required means the 
Council has had to challenge all aspects of its service delivery and to seek out 
alternative more cost effective ways of meeting demand within the funding available.  
All changes are subject to careful consideration, impact assessment and wider 
consultation before they are implemented.  
 
Anticipated new demand pressures 
The budget setting process has specifically taken into account the impact of changes 
in the demand for Council services due to factors including demographic growth and 
the rising costs of service provision. The Council’s on-going investment in demand 
led services such as Children’s and Adult Social Care is reflected in the budget, with 
£22.6m of new funding in 2020-21, and a further £16.2m by 2023-24.  This 
investment will be held centrally and all requests for funding will need to be signed 
off by the Director of Finance to ensure the investment is used for the purposes 
intended.   
 
Realistic Cost Inflation  
The Council has built specific contingency allocations into the budget to provide 
funds for contractual and other inflationary pressures. The scale of this contingency 
is based on a Council wide review of the budget areas which may experience 
inflationary pressures in future years and their likelihood as well as consideration of 
prevailing national inflation rates and pay bargaining agreements.   
 
Financial Management 
The Council has an embedded culture of strong financial management and its 
reporting strategy incorporates regular robust monitoring across all levels. 
Operational managers, strategic management and Cabinet portfolio holders all 
receive reports on a regular basis. These cover not only financial budget 
management but also the wider issues such as the impact on service outcomes and 
performance measures.  This ensures that key elements of the budget are reviewed 
on a regular basis and issues are reported as soon as they emerge so they can be 
remedied as early as possible.   
 
The deliverability of the budget is dependent upon achieving all savings and 
efficiency targets.  The Corporate Leadership Team monitors the achievement of 
these targets throughout the year and instigates remedial actions where issues are 
identified. The track record on delivering savings is strong however, in order to 
deliver the level of savings required over the next four years a significant number of 
proposals are transformational and further structural savings may be required.  
Progress in delivering these proposals will be closely monitored. 
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The Council manages risk on an ongoing basis at all levels of the organisation. In 
particular it defines roles, responsibilities, processes and procedures, standards and 
the documentation that should be produced to comply with policy and corporate 
governance arrangements. This enables the Council to anticipate risks as they 
emerge. Clearly the Council faces a significant financial challenge over the coming 
year and all expenditure plans will be continually reviewed and monitored in this 
context. 
 
Given the controls in place the likelihood of significant unanticipated budget issues is 
reduced but should any emerge that cannot be managed within existing budgets, 
contingency balances are included to provide short term funding until a longer term 
resolution can be implemented.  
 
Capital Strategy  
As part of the preparation of the capital programme, specific consideration is given to 
the level of borrowing required to support capital aspirations. This determines the 
most appropriate means of borrowing such sums together with the impact on the 
debt profile of the Council.  The Council uses a range of prudential indicators to 
manage and control the impact of capital investment decisions and has placed a 
ceiling on the overall level of debt the Council can borrow at 130% of its net 
expenditure and maintains a capital financing budget at below 10% of its net spend. 
This ensures that repayment of debt is affordable within the available funding, and is 
particularly relevant during times of reducing funding. 
 
This is carefully monitored by the S151 Officer and the Cabinet Member for Legal 
and Finance.  The financial standing of the Council has been externally assessed 
and received positive feedback from both its external auditors and its Treasury 
Management advisers.  
 
 

Reserves Strategy 
The Council holds a range of reserves that it uses and holds for different purposes. 
This report considers each in turn. 
 
General Fund 
 The General Fund is the Council’s primary reserve. It exists to provide the Council 
with a contingency against unexpected events which could otherwise undermine the 
Council’s sound financial standing. The fund should only be utilised to address short 
term issues and should not be relied upon to finance ongoing budget deficits. Where 
it is used in the short term then this should be part of a plan to return it to a long term 
equilibrium position in the medium term.  
 
Determining the level of General Fund forms a key part of the Council’s medium term 
financial strategy and will be informed by an assessment of the risks presented by:  

 State of the economy (and its impact on Council costs/funding) 

 Knowledge of future changes to the Council’s responsibilities 

 Specific risks relating to the changes in Council services  
 
 Although not officially endorsed by CIPFA (Chartered Institute of Public Finance and 
Accountancy) a historical benchmark minimum level that is used by a number of 
authorities is for the General Fund to be maintained at between 3-5% of the Council’s 
net budget. This can be considered to be a minimum level of reserves in keeping with 
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the long term background risks the Council shares in common with all other Councils.  
This is referred to as the normal risk accepted. However this rate will not take account 
of variable factors such as the economic climate, government policy and local factors. 
Therefore, alongside the normal risk the Council also needs to make an assessment 
of abnormal risks it may need to fund. These include the following elements:- 

 
National Considerations 
 
Impact of economic climate on Council costs - the current climate continues to 
prove challenging with the potential for business closure, lower than normal income 
levels and shortage of alternative funding sources from partners.  Whilst the longer 
term impact of the June 2016 referendum decision to leave the European Union is 
still uncertain, the Council has begun to consider the implication of a “no deal” exit, 
and a Brexit steering group has been established to evaluate the potential 
implications.  The impact this might have on Council funding will continue to be 
monitored.   
 
As Council funding is now more dependent on the performance of the local business 
sector it is more exposed to the consequences of businesses failing or a lack of 
demand for local facilities and the impact of significant successful Business rates 
appeals. 
 
In 2016-17 the Council joined the Manchester Business Rates Pool and will continue 
as a member in 2020-21.  Whilst this has a financial benefit to the Council (we retain 
50% of the value of the levy that would otherwise have been paid to Central 
Government) there is an element of risk for all members of the pool.   Membership 
will mean there is a combined, and lower, safety net threshold for the pool as a 
whole. If there is a reduction in another member’s local business rates income which 
would otherwise have qualified for a safety net payment from Central Government 
had the pool not been in place, the Council will be asked to contribute financially to 
provide support to the member that has suffered the decline in business rates. The 
risk of this occurring is not considered significant and all members entering the pool 
do so on the understanding that this situation is not anticipated in the next 12 
months.  
 
Anticipated reductions in funding – the level of government funding that the 
Council receives is expected to reduce by £16.5m over the next four years. Funding 
is however increasing by £4.6m in 2020-21 but this is only expected to be a 
temporary increase. There is still considerable uncertainty about future funding 
including the longer term funding for Adult Social Care and Health. 
 
Central Government has confirmed its aim to move to a system of 75% business rate 
retention by 2021-22 and to implement the findings of the Fair Funding Review at the 
same time. The implications for individual councils are not yet known and a neutral 
impact is assumed for financial planning purposes in 2021-22, the earliest date at 
which any changes are expected to take effect. This position will be kept under 
review should any announcements change this assumption.  
 
 

Local Considerations 
Planned changes in service delivery methods/contracts – The Council continues 
to review the way in which it delivers services in order to ensure best practice and 
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best value for money for its residents. This has resulted in significant changes to 
working practices, commissioning relationships and governance arrangements. As 
these become embedded within the organisation this should reduce the risk to the 
organisation however there is still a degree of risk that needs to be allowed for.  
 
Impact of Rising Demand for Services – The Council continues to face increasing 
demand for its services due to demographic growth pressures in Adult Social Care 
and pressures relating to Looked After Children.  Investment has been included in 
the 2020-21 budget but there is still a degree of risk that needs to be allowed for.  
 
The Council is also facing increased risk of provider failure within the adult social 
care market. The failure of any provider may potentially result in the Council incurring 
additional costs under its Care Act duty to respond to provider failure. Whilst the 
Council is undertaking a review of fees to ensure they reflect a fair cost of care, there 
is still a degree of risk that needs to be allowed for.  
 
Legal Challenges – The Council regularly has to make strategic or policy decisions 
that could be subject to challenge or appeal from the affected bodies. Any such 
decisions or changes that impact on operational services may be subject to legal 
challenge. Whilst it is considered that the risk is low, it is prudent for the Council to 
have some capacity to safeguard against challenges. 

Major Project Developments – As part of its growth/regeneration agenda the 
Council is undertaking a number of projects which will require some initial short term 
investment to progress the schemes to a point where they are self financing. These 
include developments such as the regeneration of the Northgate area of Chester, 
where the Council has adopted the role of project developer in order to be able to 
drive forward successful delivery and the Barons Quay development which was also 
agreed on the basis that it would be self financing, but has required temporary use of 
the Long Term Liability Reserve over the previous two financial years.   

As the Council is currently holding the development role for this scheme it is 
exposed to a more significant financial risk than would normally be the case. Whilst 
the Council is confident in its undertaking of these roles it is appropriate to recognise 
that risk through making an allowance in the General Fund. 

Financial Resilience - CIPFA’s Financial Resilience Index published in December 
2019 reports that around one in ten of councils are showing signs that their finances 
are at risk. The picture for Cheshire West and Chester Council is largely positive 
compared to other councils. Its risk is at the low end of the spectrum for five out of 
nine primary measures and four out of seven secondary indicators. One primary 
measure is considered to be higher risk (the ratio of fees and charges income to 
service expenditure) and two secondary measures are considered to be at the 
medium-high level of risk (the level of adult social care expenditure as a proportion of 
net revenue expenditure and the change in the level of HRA reserves over the past 3 
years). An action plan will be developed for the higher risk indicators. Annex i 
contains more detail on the Council’s position. 

 
Budget Setting Assumptions 
Sensitivity of budget assumptions - The Council’s budgets for 2020-21 are 
underpinned by a number of assumptions regarding the prevailing rates of inflation, 
interest earned and cost growth. While these estimates are believed to be prudent 
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some costs are outside the Council’s control, particularly in the medium term. A 
small allowance is made in the General Fund to safeguard against these factors in 
the medium term.  
 
Significant earmarked balances – The Council maintains a significant level of 
funding in earmarked reserves which, in some cases, could be used to moderate the 
impact of future cost increases. These include reserves for future potential insurance 
claims and funding that Members have set aside for specific purposes. The presence 
of these reserves reduces the scale of risk the General Fund has to guard against. 
 

Management/Member Actions 
Clear Corporate/Member messages - The Council and its senior management have 
very clear expectations regarding the delivery of a ‘balanced budget’ and have 
instigated appropriate monitoring and reporting processes to ensure any emerging 
pressures are promptly addressed. The significant work that has taken place via the 
Budget Review sessions has also helped to ensure that the Council’s priorities are 
embedded throughout the organisation. This reduces the risk to be managed through 
the General Fund.  

Four Year Plan developed – Given the scale of the funding reductions that the 
Council faces a second four year plan has been developed for the period 2020-2024 
which has allowed it to plan ahead with more certainty and this has helped to ensure 
that savings plans are identified in advance of their implementation. However given 
the uncertainty regarding funding in future years this will need to be closely 
monitored. 
 
A summary of the adjustments made for the above factors is set out in the table 
below. 
 
  Risk Impact 

% of net 
budget 

Impact on 
Reserve  

£m 
Factors Considered 

  
      

Normal Risk Level 4.0% 12.9 
     
     

National Considerations   
   - Impact of economic climate on Council costs 1.0% 3.2 
   - Anticipated reductions in Government Funding 2.0% 6.4 
    

Local Considerations   
   - Delivery of planned changes in service delivery 
methods/contracts 

1.5% 4.8 

   - Costs at risk from potential legal challenges 0.5% 1.6 

   - Rising demand for services 1.0% 3.2 

   - Carrying risk of major project developments 1.0% 3.2 

   - CIPFA Financial Resilience Index and future 
funding gap 

-0.5% -1.6 

    

Budget Setting Assumptions   

- Sensitivity of budget assumptions 1.0% 3.2 

- Significant earmarked balances -1.0% -3.2 

 
  

Management Member Actions   

- Clear corporate/Member messages -1.50% -4.8 

- Four year plan developed -1.00% -3.2 
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Abnormal Risk Level 
 

 
4.0% 

 

 
12.8 

 

Total Risk 8.0% £25.7m 

 
This shows that a risk adjusted assessment of the required level for the general fund 
in 2020-21 should be in the region of £25.7m. A range of £1.5m is advised around 
this figure so a General Fund between £24.2m and £27.2m would be considered 
prudent. This represents 3.2% of the Council’s gross expenditure budget and 8% of 
the net budget. There continues to be increases in demand for services such as 
Adult and Children’s Social Care and some risk associated with the uncertainty of 
future Government funding. In addition, the ability to deliver savings is increasingly 
challenging and savings are becoming progressively more difficult to deliver, as 
transformation is a prerequisite of most savings strategies going forward. 
 
The Council started 2019-20 with a General Fund balance of £24.7m. Incorporating 
the latest projections of expenditure for 2019-20 it is estimated that the level of the 
general fund will remain the same by 31 March 2020. The balance is anticipated to 
remain at this level until 2023-24. It is recognised that this puts the Council’s balance 
near the bottom of the risk assessed level. However, in view of the scale of the 
funding gap and the level of savings that need to be delivered over the next four 
years, the Council’s track record in financial management, and given there are a 
reasonable level of earmarked reserves the S151 Officer’s opinion is that this 
General Fund position is appropriate. In addition this is borne out by CIPFA’s 
Financial Resilience Index which was published in December 2019 and showed that 
the Council’s reserves position was largely positive compared to other councils and 
was at the low end of risk in relation to its reserves. Analysis of the results for the 
Council including comparisons against other councils is attached at Annex i. 
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*Note the general fund balance from 2016-17 to 2018-19 is the actual balance at 
outturn. The balance is estimated from 2019-20 to 2023-24. 
 
Opportunities to utilise the General Fund on a short term basis in order to generate 
longer term savings will continue to be explored and should these opportunities arise 
this will be brought to Council for approval. 
 

Earmarked Reserves 
Unlike the General Fund earmarked reserves are held for a specific purpose. These 
purposes may be determined by the Council to coincide with its policy objectives, 
dictated by statute (e.g. schools funding) or agreed with partners who also contribute 
to the reserve.   
 
Where the decision to set up a reserve rests with the Council, consideration needs to 
be given as to the benefits of holding an earmarked balance. The Council holds 
earmarked reserves separately from its General Fund to meet a number of distinct 
aims. 

 Transformation Reserves – funds set aside/ring-fenced to support new ways 
of working or developments that will change the way in which an activity is 
managed/delivered in order to deliver efficiencies. 

 

 Economic Growth Reserves – funds set aside/ring-fenced to fund 
developments that support the Economic Growth. As such these tend to be 
longer term projects and the reserve ensures that funding is available to take 
the activities forward as planned. 
 

 Council Company Reserves – funds set aside/ring-fenced to provide 
shareholder investment should financial support be needed or to deliver 
changes to services that the companies provide. 

 

 Partnership Working Reserves – funds received from third parties along with 
Council matched funding to enable an activity or service to be jointly 
delivered. As such the reserve is restricted to the purpose for which the 
funding was granted. 

 

 Directorate Reserves – funds relating to specific services/activities within a 
Directorate. Theses generally relate to timing differences between when 
funding is available and when expenditure is incurred. 

 

 Council Wide Reserves – funds relating to Council wide decisions that commit 
it to incurring additional costs in the future thus ensuring that there is no 
burden on service budgets when the costs are recognised. For example, the 
Insurance reserve to fund future liabilities.  

 
Following a full review of existing earmarked reserves, the current and anticipated 
balance on each class of reserve is shown in the full reserves table later in this 
appendix. A full list of all earmarked reserves held within Cheshire West and Chester 
is also included at Annex ii. 
 
The benefits of holding earmarked reserves needs to be weighed against the costs of 
doing so. Every discretionary earmarked reserve ties up funds that may otherwise be 
available to fund the core activities of the Council, thereby increasing the pressure on 
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the general fund. Each reserve also carries with it an administrative overhead as they 
will need to be maintained, monitored and reported on. 
 
Of the 45 earmarked reserves that are expected to be held as at March 2020, there 
are 31 that are expected to be retained over the medium term or beyond. Each of 
these reserves will be subject to a regular monitoring process to ensure they remain 
relevant and are achieving their stated objectives.  The other 14 reserves are 
expected to have fulfilled their purpose within the planning period and will be closed 
at that point. Any surplus funding on these reserves on completion of proposed 
activities will be appropriated to the General Fund or returned to the original funding 
source. 
 
Following a review of existing earmarked reserves approval is sought to release 
funding to support a number of areas of expenditure:- 
 

 £4.500m to support general Council expenditure in 2020-21 funded from: 
- The release of £3m from the Insurance Reserve. Following an external 

actuarial review of the insurance reserves, an analysis of past and 
potential future claims has identified that £3m can be released from the 
Insurance Reserve. 

- The release of £1m from the Transformation Reserve. The reserve 
(£2m) was created in February 2016 to deliver transformational invest 
to save projects. £0.4m of the reserve has been used to deliver 
projects. £0.6m has been released in 2019-20 and the remaining 
balance of £1m is being released in 2020-21. 

- The release of £0.5m from the Priority Outcomes Reserve. The reserve 
(£3m) was created in February 2016 to facilitate the delivery of key 
priority outcomes, particularly addressing inequality across the 
borough. £2.4m of the reserve has been used to deliver projects. £0.1m 
has been released in 2019-20 and the remaining balance of £0.5m is 
being released in 2020-21. See Appendix H for more details on the 
outcomes which have been achieved to date.  

 £1.489m from the Renewable Energy Reserve to fund capital projects in the 
2020-24 capital programme including the delivery of the Carbon Reduction 
Strategy.  

 
A further rigorous assessment of all earmarked reserves will be carried out in 2020-
21 in light of the significant financial pressures the Council faces in future years.  
 

Capital Reserves 
  
Capital Receipts Reserve  
The Council retains a capital receipts reserve to finance future capital expenditure. 
This reserve is largely financed by capital receipts set aside on the disposal of land, 
buildings and other assets but can be supplemented from revenue reserves if 
required.  
 
The reserve exists to: 

 minimise risk from potential emergency spending on assets; 

 support investment in capital investments; 

 ring-fence balances for specific schemes until that scheme is taken 
forward; 
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 fund additional payments of debt in line with the Council’s policy. 
  
The nature of this reserve determines that the balance will vary with the timing of the 
Council’s capital expenditure. Based on current estimates, the balance of this reserve 
is forecast to be £8.2m at the end of the 2019-20, and decrease to £7.3m by 2023-24.  
The forecast balance is considered prudent in order to maintain a level of reserves 
that will allow the Council to meet any emergency spending on assets and minimise 
the cost of financing the delivery of the capital programme. 
 
Unapplied Capital Grants and Contributions Reserve 
The value of this reserve will be fully funded from capital grants and contributions 
received and it thus represents funding available to fund future capital works. Over 
the four years it is anticipated that the balance on this reserve will reduce from 
£15.5m to £2.2m as it is utilised as a funding source for the capital programme.  
 

School Reserves 
The main element of this reserve is individual carry forward balances of schools’ 
unspent budgets. It is the Council’s responsibility to hold these balances and ensure 
they are ring-fenced for use against school activities. These balances are expected 
to gradually reduce over this planning period as the schools utilise their accumulated 
surpluses to support their activities. 
 

Housing Reserves 
 
Housing Revenue Account Balance  
The primary purpose of this reserve is to ensure that expenditure on managing 
tenancies and maintaining the Council’s housing stock is balanced by rents charged 
to tenants. The reserve is currently maintained at 3% of the rent debit and is 
therefore expected to be between £0.6m to £0.7m over the next four years.  
 
Major Repairs Reserve  
Surpluses on the Housing Revenue Account are set aside in the Major Repairs 
Reserve to fund the costs of capital works and for the servicing and repayment of 
debt.  This will fund the continued investment in maintaining decent homes and the 
planned delivery of a further programme of new builds.  
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Summary of All Reserves 
The table below shows the overall values of the usable reserves the Council 
anticipates holding across next four years.  
 

  

Anticipated 
31-03-20 

Anticipated 
31-03-21 

Anticipated 
31-03-22 

Anticipated 
31-03-23 

Anticipated 
31-03-24 

  £m £m £m £m £m 

General Reserves           

General Fund 24.7 24.7 24.7 24.7 24.7 

            

Earmarked Reserves           

Transformation 7.7  2.0  1.9  0.2  0.1  

Economic Growth 1.6  0.7  0.0  0.0  0.0  

Council Companies 1.4  5.5  2.2  2.7  2.2  

Partnership Working 1.4  1.1  0.9  0.9  0.9  

Directorates 14.7  13.3  13.2  13.4  13.3  

Council Wide Reserves 9.0  5.8  5.8  5.7  5.7  

Long Term Liability 32.9  29.6  28.1  26.6  25.1  

  68.7  58.0  52.1  49.5  47.3  

            

Schools and HRA 
Reserves       

    

School Reserves 8.2  7.7  6.7  5.7  4.7  

HRA Reserves 14.5  12.5  14.4  14.2  16.9  

  22.7  20.2  21.1  19.9  21.6  

            

Total Revenue 
Reserves 

116.1  102.9  97.9  94.1  93.6  

            

Capital Reserves           

Capital Receipts  8.2  8.8  8.3  7.8  7.3  

Grants/Contributions 15.5  13.2  2.2  2.2  2.2  

  139.8  124.9  108.4  104.1  103.1  

 
The following pages of this report give a detailed list of all the earmarked reserves 
which the Council currently holds along with the planned actions to utilise or retain 
the balances. 
 
Declaration by Chief Financial Officer 
The level of future financial risk is significant, particularly with regard to the 
achievability of programmed savings in this timescale, the impact of changing 
delivery methods,  pressures on ‘demand led’ budgets, significant uncertainty 
regarding local government funding changes beyond 2020-21, and the significant 
funding gap forecast over the future three years.  
 
In the current scenario protection against high risk areas, uncertain or unquantifiable 
(at this stage) items of expenditure has been built into the budget as an extra layer of 
risk management to help mitigate any additional calls on reserves.  As a result of the 
Government’s continuing funding reductions the Council will need to achieve 
significant budget savings and a level of reserves is also needed to cover for this. 
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Furthermore the budget review sessions will act as a strong control loop in meeting 
the budgetary plans to ensure that the Authority’s financial position is protected.  
 
It will be necessary to keep a very tight control of progress towards envisaged 
savings targets and of spending decisions.  This will be closely monitored and action 
will be taken promptly to address any concerns that may emerge. 
 
The Council will continue to closely monitor and engage in the consultations in 
relation to the local government funding changes which will have a significant impact 
on how the Council is funded in the future and the financial scenario will be updated 
as further information emerges.   
 
The Council will need to carefully consider its response to the financial gap and 
unprecedented financial uncertainty facing the Council for 2020-21 onwards, in 
particular a significant gap in 2021-22. This will be a priority area for the finance 
function, senior leadership team and Cabinet members over the coming months. 
 
I have considered a wide range of factors having regard for short term 
considerations and in the context of the Authority’s Medium Term Financial Strategy 
I declare that the level of reserves are adequate for the forthcoming year and for the 
financial planning period provided, that the estimates the budget is based upon are 
realistic and robust and there is ongoing commitment by Members and Directors to 
control spending within approved budgets.  
 
M Wynn  
Section 151 Officer  
 
 


